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Book 5 of the bestselling Eden's Gate series!After the turmoil in the Arena, Gunnar retreats from
Highcastle and attempts to maintain a low profile while the heat regarding Reborns
subsides.Avoiding the human cities, he sets out to unexplored lands with guild mates and a
potential new recruit. But when his Great Beast goes missing, a simple quest turns into a
troubling chain of events that spawns several unanswered questions.Why is Sora unresponsive?
And why are dragons threatening the inhabitants of Eden's Gate?The King’s health may be
postponing Dryden’s plans, but Gunnar’s saboteurs might have disturbed something that could
be even more devastating than a Bloodletter invasion. Can Gunnar mend the thin thread that’s
holding the world from falling into chaos, and after more than a month in Eden’s Gate, will he
finally cave to the temptations of an elf?

Breathtaking in scope and ambition. With Byrne as your assured guide, The Actual Star offers so
much to discover from the first read, and invites returning to over and over.-- "John Scalzi, New
York Times bestselling author" --This text refers to the audioCD edition.About the AuthorMonica
Byrne studied at Wellesley College and MIT. She's a freelance writer and playwright, and lives in
Durham, North Carolina.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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turmoil in the Arena, Gunnar retreats from Highcastle and attempts to maintain a low profile
while the heat regarding Reborns subsides.Avoiding the human cities, he sets out to unexplored
lands with guild mates and a potential new recruit. But when his Great Beast goes missing, a
simple quest turns into a troubling chain of events that spawns several unanswered
questions.Why is Sora unresponsive? And why are dragons threatening the inhabitants of
Eden's Gate?The King’s health may be postponing Dryden’s plans, but Gunnar’s saboteurs
might have disturbed something that could be even more devastating than a Bloodletter
invasion. Can Gunnar mend the thin thread that’s holding the world from falling into chaos, and
after more than a month in Eden’s Gate, will he finally cave to the temptations of an elf?“Each
betrayal begins with trust.”-Martin Luther OSAChapter One2/3/0001People in the Arena’s stands
were falling over and running in every direction as the red dragon swung its head left and right,
getting a closer look at the attendees. The dragon’s brow seemed to crease in curiosity, and with
its mouth parted slightly, it looked like it was smiling at its next big meal.But oddly, it made no
effort to attack. It just shook its head, snorted, and turned its attention back towards the center of
the Arena.The street prophet was cowering on the ground with his arm raised above his head
and his lips quivering with fear.With all the chaos happening around me, I took the opportunity to
grab my gear from the pool of my own blood on the ground. It seemed like the best chance to
escape the awkward situation and get away without dying yet again.The dragon let out another
roar as I stepped into my leather pants and moved to slide my chestpiece on. I flinched at the
sound and air pressure from the dragon’s lungs. I was just as frightened as everyone else in the
Arena that the dragon was going to devour me, but the prophet on the ground was literally
begging for his life.“No…no, no…” he whined, his voice sounding like he was on the verge of
tears. “By Eden’s Gate, please no…”The dragon shook its head and blinked as if it suddenly
came out of a daze, turned its gaze to the left to see people fleeing, then suddenly launched up
in to the air. It hovered above for a moment, looking down at the scene unfolding below, but then
it spun and flew away.With all my gear on, I picked up my loose items and was thankful to see
that my keychain was there with my house key still attached. Though I had been forced to bind at
the unearthed runestone and subsequently killed, I was thankful that my body hadn’t been
robbed.I turned around, looking for an escape route, but all the doors to the fighting grounds



were shut, and the walls were a little too tall to scale. There was no other obvious way out.In the
stands, people were getting trampled on as they continued to fight their way towards the exit,
and amongst the pushing and shoving, a few scuffles had broken out. Amidst the screams of
fear, I heard shoving, falling, and fists slamming into jaws. “It’s an omen!” someone shouted.Shit,
I thought as I unsheathed my sword and started running for the closest door. I needed to get out
as soon as possible, and the only thing I could think to do was to try to break my way through. I
wasn’t sure if I could cut an opening out with my sword or not, but I was certain that nothing good
would come of staying inside the fighting grounds.As I ran, there was sudden flash of light, so
bright that I temporarily only saw white. I felt a numbingly cold energy smash into my back, and I
was pushed forward at a tremendous speed and towards the wall ahead of me. I was thrust
forward so fast that my body was forced into a backbend at the center where it was being
struck.My chest slammed into the wall, and my head snapped forward, making a cracking noise
as it made contact. My sword fell out of my hand, and I felt as if I were pinned in place for a long
moment. But then the energy pushing into my back receded, and I tumbled to the ground below.I
groaned and coughed as I tried picking myself off the ground, grabbing my sword at the same
time. My vision was clearing from the bright flash of light, but I felt dazed from the impact with the
wall. 40% of my health was gone.I turned my head to the side to find the source of the attack.
The prophet was still lying on the ground, but in his hand was a shiny white sphere. He was
holding it out in my direction as he started pushing himself off the ground, making sure his eyes
stayed glued to me the whole time.“You can’t leave here,” he hissed with heavy breaths. His face
was droopy, his eyes were wide, and his mouth was hanging open, like he was still disturbed by
the dragon that had just left the Arena. A bit of moisture was on his cheekbones, so he must
have actually been crying.“What do you want from me?” I groaned as I slowly managed my way
back to my feet.“Knowledge,” the man said.“Knowledge?”He raised his chin slightly as he
started pacing towards me. “The prophecy says that Reborns will reshape the world. It behooves
the people of Eden’s Gate to know everything and anything about you—what you’re capable of
and how you became what you are. We cannot leave you immortals to your own devices.”I
sighed and raised my sword out in front of me. “I assure you that Reborns seek to bring you no
harm.” I shook my head. “I don’t want to fight you.”“Then come with me, and let us study you.” He
used his free hand to motion me towards him. “Help us learn about the Reborns, so that we can
become one and feel safe here in our homes.”I shook my head again and creased my brow.
“There’s nothing special about us other than our ability to respawn. And I can’t follow you to be
‘studied’ or whatever. I have things to take care of, people to take care of.”“Then I’ll force you,” the
prophet hissed.Inside of the white orb, which was half the size of a volleyball, a large black eye
seemed to shift from the hidden back end of the orb to the front and made a slithering sound as
it moved. Once it was fully aligned forward, the eye darted left and right, then stopped and
looked as if it was staring right at me. The bearded man thrust the orb forward, and there was a
blinding light again. I instinctively threw my arm over my eyes and ducked.Divine Sight, I
thought.I glanced up from behind my arm to see a beam of white energy shoot out of the eye



and head straight for me. I flopped to the ground, barely avoiding the beam, and the energy
smashed into the wall behind me, violently ripping wood and metal fibers from it.I scrambled
away and started running as the bearded man used the orb to shoot beam after beam of energy
my way, nearly hitting me each time. I thrust my hand out, shooting a sloppy Arcane Missile at
the man which caused him to duck and temporarily pause his attack. I veered and started
running his way, shooting another missile, and another, but again he dodged each one; he was
more agile than he appeared.As he was lifting his hand up to shoot another beam of energy from
his orb, a door behind him slid open, and Commander Eldrich stepped onto the fighting grounds
with a group of ten or so men behind him.“Lower your weapon, Solomon!” the commander
ordered loudly.The bearded man turned and gritted his teeth before yelling, “He’s a Reborn,
commander! Send your men for him, not me!”“I won’t ask you again,” the commander said
sternly. “Lower your weapon.” He tilted his head towards me. “You too, Gunnar. Put your sword
away.”I reluctantly sheathed my sword, and Solomon gradually lowered his orb hand as he
stared defiantly at the commander. “Very well, Commander. If you can safely restrain this man, I
will leave it to you.”The commander started marching forward. “You’ll be coming with us
immediately for your crimes, Solomon.”“Crimes?!” Solomon snapped. “No…”“Yes,” the
commander countered.“No!” Solomon shouted, and lifted his orb hand towards the
commander.“Duck, men!” the commander shouted, covering his eyes.There was another flash
of light, and then another white beam of bright energy shot out towards the commander and his
men. They all managed to duck just in time for the energy to pass overhead and crash into the
wall behind them.“Scatter!” the commander yelled, and the soldiers around him started
scrambling to their feet and running in different directions.Solomon continued his onslaught,
releasing beams of energy at the soldiers and even managed to connect with a few, pushing
them against the wall and knocking them to the ground. For a moment, I stood frozen, unsure if I
should act or leave it to the commander and his men, but as soon as I grabbed the hilt of my
sword to help, the commander called me off.“Stand back, Gunnar!” Commander Eldrich yelled
as he unsheathed a long, thick sword and started running for Solomon.Solomon thrust his orb
directly toward the commander, and as the long beam of energy shot towards him, the
commander suddenly fell back onto his side, kicked his feet forward, and slid across the ground
towards Solomon, kicking up a wave of dirt on the way.Solomon tried to adjust the powerful orb
down, its energy pouring out and making contact with the flying dirt. But the commander was
fast, and before the beam found its target, the bottom of his feet struck Solomon’s legs, causing
him to fall forward and the orb to slip out of his hands.When the strange sphere rolled away and
stopped, I saw the eye inside of it suddenly retract to some inner hiding place, turning the sphere
back into a plain, white ball.Solomon was pushing himself to his knees, spitting dirt out of his
mouth as the commander quickly rose and took a step towards him. He grabbed Solomon by the
back of his robe, yanked him up, and whipped his heavy sword around ‘til it was right against the
bearded man’s neck.“When I say ‘yes’, it means yes,” the commander hissed.Solomon
swallowed hard and looked terrified, but he didn’t say anything.The commander turned towards



me. “Gunnar, follow my soldiers’ orders.”Before I knew it, two men were flanking me, and each
one put a strong tugging hand on my shoulder.“Where are you taking me?” I asked.The
commander cleared his throat. “Any other time, I’d take you to the prison while we figured things
out, but due to this odd circumstance, you’ll both be heading directly in front of the King.”Chapter
Two2/3/0001When we exited the arena, there were several citizens standing around looking
towards the sky. Some were gossiping in fearful tones, and some were watching the bald,
maroon-robed men being restrained by additional Highcastle soldiers. I saw one of the robed
men lying on the ground covered in blood, looking like he had been killed.Highcastle soldiers
were marching all around the city, and the wide eyes and long faces of the citizens told me that
everyone was scared. “It’s an omen of dark times,” one citizen whined.As the commander and
his men led me and Solomon towards the castle, many of the people turned to look at us, and
their eyes grew wide when they caught sight of me.“Reborn…” I saw one of them mouth but not
say out loud.When we reached the front of the castle, the guards quickly opened the doors and
stepped aside. Inside, I saw the Queen and Princess in their chairs, Windsor standing nearby,
and in front of the King’s throne was a man with long, blond hair and a cloak running down his
back.The man turned around as we entered, and I recognized him right away as the commander
I had seen the day Adeelee and I approached the battle between Highcastle soldiers and the
orcs near the wastelands. He was the man who had been fighting the commander orc. He bore a
strong resemblance to Commander Eldrich, almost as if they were brothers, though this man
had a softer jawline.“Commander Eldrich,” the man said with a smile. His face quickly turned to a
frown as his eyes darted between me and Solomon.My attention was immediately drawn away
from the man when he stepped forward. I was surprised to see that immediately behind him was
the King, and he was no longer in his wheelchair. He was sitting upright in his throne, and his
head was raised high. His skin was brighter and tighter than the last time I saw him; it was if he
had grown ten years younger overnight.“Commander Atwood,” Commander Eldrich replied. “I
take it you’ve briefed the King on everything?”Commander Atwood nodded.
“Indeed.”Commander Eldrich cleared his throat. “The Arena is secure, and any Faithsworn still in
the city are being apprehended.”“Pssht,” Solomon hissed.Commander Eldrich snarled and
pushed Solomon ahead until he was right before the King. Solomon kneeled without instruction.
The soldiers behind me gave me a gentle shove, and I also stepped forward and kneeled.“Well
done, commander,” King Rutherford said, his voice firm and much less raspy than it had been
the last time I heard him speak.Commander Atwood stepped to the side as soon as the King
spoke so that he wouldn’t obstruct anyone’s view.The King shook his head as he looked down.
“Solomon Creed… What on Earth have you done now?”“No more than a favor for Highcastle,
Your Majesty. Now, everyone will know that the prophecy has arrived. We can move forward with
knowledge that the Reborns are real and all around us. Today should be cause for
celebration!”The King huffed. “You attacked the Arena and caused mass hysteria. People are
dead because of your actions.”“Are they now?” Solomon asked cockily. “A small price for the
truth, I’d say.”The King closed his eyes, and the skin around them wrinkled before he sighed. “I



must say that I’m grateful to know the truth.” The King’s eyes opened and he briefly turned
towards me. “The Reborns have indeed come, I suppose. The reports I’ve received from
witnesses detailed that Gunnar’s corpse disappeared just as he re-manifested before everyone’s
eyes, without any sort of magic intervention.”“Yes, and now you see the peril that lies ahead!”
Solomon cried. “The Reborns are here! They will shape the world and none of us will matter
now! The prophecy is true!”There was a long moment of silence, and I noticed the Princess
staring at me, her eyes wide, her chest heaving. She swallowed hard. The Queen was also
staring, but her demeanor was much calmer, though it didn’t hide the worry on her face.“How did
you know?” the King finally asked. “How did you know that he was a Reborn?”“This may be the
answer, my lord,” Commander Eldrich said before Solomon could respond. He reached into a
bag strapped to his side, pulled out Solomon’s white orb, and held it out in front of him. The eye
inside the orb suddenly slithered to the front.There was an audible gasp from the royals.“Is that
an eye of the Old Ones!?” the Queen cried, her jaw hanging wide.“How did you get this?!” the
King asked harshly.Solomon looked to his side, but he didn’t answer.“Do you realize how
dangerous this is?!” the King snapped. “You risk cursing all of Highcastle by bringing this
here!”“Better than being destroyed by the immortals,” Solomon countered.The King’s eyes
flickered to me then back to Solomon. “Immortal or not, Highcastle’s fate is not yours to choose,
Solomon. I should execute you for this!”“You should execute him!” Windsor roared as he took a
step forward. His jaw was tense, and his eyes were burning with fury.“Execute me?” Solomon
asked. “I’ve done nothing but bring knowledge to Highcastle! Let us study the Reborns. If we do
not learn how this is possible, everyone of Eden’s Gate could be in peril. We don’t know what
they’re capable of, and we might regret if—”“The only thing I regret,” the King interrupted, “is
allowing the Faithsworn to disturb the Highcastle denizens for so long.”“The Faithsworn only
preach the truth!” Solomon yelled.“Truth or not,” the King said, “the crimes you committed today
were the wrong way to prove a point, and to take an All-Seeing-Eye from the Old Ones…” The
King shook his head as he stared at the orb that commander Eldrich was holding.“Put the eye
away,” the Queen ordered, holding out her hand. “We don’t know what it’s capable
of.”Commander Eldrich opened his bag and dropped the orb inside.“What should we do about
this situation, Your Highness?” Windsor asked.The King took a slow, deep breath then exhaled.
“Faithsworn will no longer be permitted in Highcastle, and any who dare step foot here again will
be placed in prison. All of those who have already been detained will stay behind bars until I
decide otherwise.”Solomon snorted. “You think that will deter us? The Faithsworn who were here
today are just a few of our numbers. Jail them if you may, but we’ll still continue with our cause;
and with proof that Reborns exist, more will join our cause!”“You speak down to our king!”
Windsor yelled, pointing his finger at Solomon.“I’ll have you join your flock behind bars,” the King
said angrily, “but not before you instruct all Faithsworn to stand down on any sort of campaign
they may have against Reborns.”“What?” Solomon asked, his brow forming tight wrinkles. “Stand
down against the Reborns? Are you siding with these immortals over your own people?”“Do not
question my orders, Solomon,” the King said pointedly. “It seems that as the Faithsworn’s leader,



your ego has grown beyond your brain.” He turned towards Commander Atwood. “Take him to a
cell, and let him rot until he’s prepared to command his men to end their crusade.”“Never!”
Solomon suddenly jumped to his feet and reached for Commander Eldrich’s bag, but the
commander turned swiftly, not letting him get a hold. The prophet turned towards the King, thrust
his free palm out, and a thin stream of lightning shot out.Windsor jumped forward at an
incredible speed, thrust out both of his hands, and a square, nearly invisible magic shield formed
in front of him, safeguarding the royal family from the attack.“How dare you!” the King growled as
lightning crashed into the shield in front of him.The sound of swords whipping out of sheathes
filled the room, and as soon as Commander Eldrich’s blade was about to strike Solomon, a
bright explosion of lightning erupted from every end of Solomon’s body, filling the room with a
bright light and sending all who were near him flying back a few feet. I was far enough away that
the lightning only grazed me, but it was still shocking enough to send me to the ground with 10%
of my health depleted.I blinked a few times as I regained my vision, and Solomon had seemingly
disappeared. The two commanders stood up quickly, turning their head every direction, then
homed in on the castle’s front door.Commander Atwood started to run for the exit.“Forget him for
now,” the King said, stopping the commander in his tracks. “He won’t be able to run for long. Now
that he’s attacked us, prison would be a luxury. He’ll receive no further sentencing other than
death. Issue a large bounty for Solomon’s head.”Windsor’s shield faded away, and he took his
position back at the side of the King.“I’m sorry, your highness,” Commander Atwood said. “We’ve
failed you.”The commanders and the surrounding soldiers all dropped into a kneeling position in
unison and lowered their heads in humility.“You’re fine,” the King said. “If this were any normal
circumstance, I know you would have fetched nullifying shackles from the prison before bringing
him here. It was my oversight to order him to be brought directly to me.”“Shall we fetch shackles
for the Reborn?” Commander Atwood asked as he stood back to his feet.“No,” the King said.
“Leave him be.” The King once again turned his eyes to me. “Stand up, Gunnar.”I gritted my teeth
and stood.“So, you’re truly a Reborn?” the King asked. “This isn’t some sort of trickery?”I
swallowed and nodded. “Yes… and no it’s not.”“Are there more of you?” he asked.“Yes.”“How
many?”My eyes darted to the side. “I don’t know. Probably millions.”“Millions?” the Queen asked,
her eyebrows raising high.“I’ve only met a few,” I clarified. “I can only assume, based on
information I knew before I came here.”“And where do you come from?” the King continued.“I
come from a place called Earth.”“Earth?” the King asked. “What should I make of that?”“The best
way I can describe it is that it’s another dimension, something like the Otherworld.”“Another
Otherworld?” the Princess asked excitedly.“What powers do you possess?” the King asked.I
grinned a little. “None, really. Other than the fact that we can’t die—” I cleared my throat. “I mean,
we can die, and it hurts terribly. None of us want to die. But other than the fact that we can’t die
permanently, we have no special powers.”“Immortality is special enough,” the Queen said.
“Those who do not fear death have reason to fear nothing at all.”“But we do fear death,” I said.
“Imagine the worst pain in the world and multiply it by ten. In a strange way, the fact that we’ll
experience it more than once is almost more of a curse rather than a blessing.”“Should we take



action to protect ourselves from any threat Reborns may pose, Your Highness?” Commander
Atwood asked. “Shall I issue any military orders?”The King waved a dismissive hand then lifted
his other hand up in front of his face. He twisted his wrist, and squeezed. “Threat…” he said
softly and snapped his lips. “If I had learned of this a week ago, I may have considered the
Reborns a threat, but this particular Reborn here—Gunnar—is responsible for my health
today.”“He brought father Shashana’s venom!” Princess Isabella shouted.Command Atwood’s
eyebrows raised. “He’s responsible?”The King smiled and turned to me. “I’m not cured of my
illness yet, but after only a single dose of the antidote, I feel better than I have in years.” His eyes
wandered back to Commander Atwood. “If Reborns were such a threat, why would Gunnar have
helped me?” He pursed his lips, and his eyes rolled upward. “Come to think of it, he probably
could’ve killed himself or fought the guards before being placed in prison if he were lying about
Reborn’s fear of death.”“Indeed,” the Queen agreed.“But don’t forget the dragon today, your
highness.” Commander Atwood said. “The prophecy draws a direct correlation to the dragons
and Reborns.”The King grinned. “Yes, the dragon.”“Today would mark the first time a dragon has
attacked humans, unprovoked, in our lifetime,” the Queen said.“It didn’t necessarily attack,”
Commander Atwood clarified. “But it was mere inches away from attacking. It was umm…” The
commander shook his head slowly. “… threatening the crowd in the Arena for some reason.”The
King nodded. “It’s the first time we’ve seen a dragon move on peaceful humans—whether it
killed anyone or not. The prophecy seems be to unraveling before our eyes.”“The prophecy says
that the dragons will breathe fire, not touch down at our gatherings simply to scare us,” Windsor
clarified. “Why would a dragon enter the Arena without attacking?”“Protecting the Reborn,
maybe?” the Princess questioned. “Are you somehow aligned with the dragons, Gunnar?”I
shook my head. “That’s a definite no… I don’t know anything about the dragons, but I’m pretty
sure they’re just as hostile towards Reborns as anyone else.”“I suspect it’s the eye,” the King
said. “Since the eye is here, it may be disturbing some balance, or the Old Ones may even be
trying to manipulate the dragons to attack as retribution.” The King shook his head. “I’m only
speculating, but a dragon touching down right in front of a crowd of humans is unheard
of.”“Soldiers have been sighting dragons flying overhead more frequently the last few days as
well,” Commander Eldrich said.The King sighed. “Something is changing in Eden’s Gate.”I
scratched my head as I realized that the discussion had turned towards dragons, and the
concern over Reborns seemed to have faded. “Are you okay that I’m a Reborn?”There was a
moment of silence before the King replied. “To say that I’m ‘okay’ would be an overstatement,
Gunnar. The prophecy states that the Reborns will arrive, and so they have…” He cleared his
throat. “You have. We can look at you as a threat to our kingdom, or we can accept you as part of
our future.”“So then—”“Did you know that Gunnar was a Reborn, Commander Eldrich?” the King
asked.The commander shook his head.The King turned his head from side to side. “Did anyone
know that Gunnar was a Reborn prior to the events in the Arena today?”Everyone shook their
heads no.“Unless we go down a twisted path such as Solomon,” the King continued, “we have
no way to tell who is Reborn and who isn’t. We shouldn’t start a crusade against them so long as



they aren’t harming us. We were fine yesterday, and we’ll be fine tomorrow, Reborns or not.
Highcastle is strong.”“But what if the dragons breathe fire, Owen?” the Queen asked worriedly.
“What if the other part of the prophecy is true?”The King bobbed his head up and down.
“Dragons breathing fire is a fact that Gunnar happened to mention to us a few times prior to
today, actually. He claims a dragon in the Sands may be under someone’s control.”My eyelids
snapped wide open. “So, then you believe me now? That Dryden has a dragon?”The King
pursed his lips. “I’m less skeptical, and for that reason, I’m honoring my pledge to send spies
across the Serpent Sea.”“Yes!” I said strongly and shook my fist, feeling pumped that the King
was going to take action. When I dropped my fist back down, I lightly rattled my head. “You’re
going to send spies even though I lost the fight to Meijir?”“But did you actually lose?” the King
asked. “Commander Atwood’s retelling of the story was that you didn’t even attempt to
battle.”“Right,” I said with a nod. “I didn’t get the Last Breath spell, so I was just trying to stop the
fight. I didn’t want to die, nor did I want Meijir to die if he didn’t have the spell. I even told the
announcer that I wasn’t ready.”The King smiled. “Well, you may not have completed your quest
to defeat Meijir, but your fight fulfilled the goal I sought from you.”I raised my eyebrow in
confusion. “What do you mean?”“Meijir hasn’t ventured far from Highcastle lately for fear that
he’d gain XP before his championship fight. But due to the fact that he killed you during your
match with him, he inadvertently earned a notable amount of experience. It caused him to level
to twenty-one.”“He’s been bumped to tier 2 and is no longer qualified to fight in tier 1,” the Queen
added with a grin.“Which means we don’t have to worry about a Krazir representing Highcastle
during the championship meet.” The King smiled and rubbed his hands together. “So, for that I
thank you, Gunnar.”I grabbed my earlobe and scrunched my brow. I was glad that the King was
happy with the results, but I wasn’t excited that my death had gotten me there. “Well… You’re
welcome, I guess. So, you don’t need me to fight in the Arena anymore?”The King turned
towards the commanders. “Do either of you know who our top rank fighter in tier 1 is now that
Meijir has leveled?”“I believe it would be Rudy O’Conner, your highness,” Commander Atwood
said.“Rudy will be a fine representative for Highcastle.” The King turned to me. “If you wish to
fight of your own accord, you may do so, but I have no further cause for you there. In fact, it
would be reckless to return to the Arena so quickly after today’s events.”“You’ll let a known
Reborn fight in the Arena?” the Queen asked.The King took a deep breath. “I think I’ve covered
that already.” He homed in on me. “Should we have reason to fear you or the other Reborns,
Gunnar?”I almost said ‘no’, but paused before the syllable exited my lips. There was no reason
to fear me or any member of Unity, but I would’ve been lying if I told the King that there were no
reasons to fear Reborns. After all, I knew that Ronald McFrugal and similar characters were
somewhere in the game doing who-knows-what. There was a good possibility that naughty
Reborns could become a problem.“Yes,” I said.The King and Queen reared their heads back.
The Princess scrunched her brow.“Wait,” I said, holding up my hand. “I mean, you don’t have a
reason to fear me, but I can’t guarantee that all Reborns are good. Most of us are, but just like
any other humans—just like Solomon—I’m sure there are Reborns who will go out of their way to



stir chaos. Don’t fear Reborns because we’re Reborns. Fear us because we’re human.”The King
smiled widely and nodded. “And this is why I’m not on board with the Faithsworn’s
fearmongering. Your honesty is refreshing, Gunnar.” The King turned to Commander Atwood.
“The people of Highcastle will be rattled after today. Issue a decree by me—the king—that
Reborns shall be treated no differently than other humans. Let everyone know that there’s no
reason to panic over today’s events.” He curled his lips and took another deep breath. “It may
take some time, and I’m sure there will be many who protest, but this is how we’ll move forward
for now.”“Yes, Your Highness,” Commander Atwood said, bowing his head.“I suggest you avoid
Highcastle for a while, Gunnar,” the King explained. “Give the people who were in the Arena time
to forget your face and get over today’s chaos. Is your home in Highcastle or the Freelands?”“I
actually stay in Edgewood.”“Edgewood?” the King asked, tilting his head to the side slightly. “The
dark elves’ forest?”I nodded.The King huffed, raised his eyebrows, and rattled his head a little. “I
guess I can’t say that I’m surprised, since you’re a Reborn. I suggest you stay near your home
and avoid the towns for a short time. The people will eventually get over today if nothing else
happens.”I nodded again.“The Old Ones’ All-Seeing Eye,” the Queen said. “What do we do with
it?”“We need to return it,” the King answered.“I’ll rally a squad of men and we’ll head for the
Eternal Ravine,” Commander Atwood said.“Should we risk our soldiers on such a dangerous
mission?” Commander Eldrich asked. He turned to me. “Gunnar has done well for us. Perhaps
this is a job for a Reborn?”“It’s too dangerous for someone of his level,” the Queen said. “And
how can we trust him with the eye? We don’t even know what that thing is capable of.”“How can
we trust anyone with an All-Seeing Eye?” the King asked. “Gunnar was able to defeat the great
serpent, Shashana, and if the Old Ones were to kill him, they’d retrieve their eye, but Gunnar
would still have his life. I see no better option than that.”I felt like I was behind a screen watching
other people making choices for me. “Who are the Old Ones?”“Seers, soothsayers, oracles,” the
Queen said. “They are old beyond our time but are said to watch over all of Eden’s Gate.”“Um…
okay?” I said. “And from the way you speak, I can assume they’re dangerous?”“They can destroy
you with their minds,” the King said. “At least that’s what they say. Only those seeking truth
venture to the Eternal Ravine.”I swallowed.“The areas surrounding the Eternal Ravine are too
challenging.” Windsor said. “At his level, it’s suicide. He would need to be at least level 30 to
stand a chance at making it through there.”“I agree,” Commander Atwood said. “I have been near
the area, and it will be a difficult task for me, even with a few of our best soldiers with me.”The
King huffed. “Very well. If that’s the case, I will leave it to you, Commander.”Commander Eldrich
stepped to Commander Atwood and handed him the eye. “Be careful with this. I feel strange
when I touch it.”“It’s not meant for human hands,” the Queen warned.I was feeling a little
bummed that I wouldn’t have a chance to fight in the Arena again right away, even if it wasn’t
against Meijir. I no longer needed to earn a meeting with a King or complete an Arena quest, but
I still wanted to get my name on the rankings list to increase my chances of Rachel finding
me.But… I had no reason to complain. The King was going to send spies across the Serpent
Sea, the results of my sabotaged fight had been cancelled, and the King seemed to be warming



up to me more. He was looking more alive that day than ever, and his health would keep Dryden
from trying to stake his claim to the throne.Yeah, I thought. I could wait a while before fighting in
the Arena again. That just meant that I’d likely have to fight through tier 2 before getting another
championship shot and maybe even facing off against Meijir again. But that would also give me
more time to get myself up to a level where I could better compete with him. I wanted payback
after his cheap attack with my back turned.“Is there anything else you need from me, Your
Highness?” I asked.The King pursed his lips. “No, but be on the lookout for any Faithsworn.”“I
take it that they’re the men in the purplish-red robes?”The King nodded. “They’re a group of
religious fanatics that Solomon has led for years. As of now, I consider them nothing more than
bandits, so ‘defend’ yourself however you deem necessary. And if you can bring Solomon back
to me—dead or alive—I’ll reward you for that as well.”You’ve received a bounty quest offer:
Solomon CreedThe leader of the Faithsworn is wanted for blasphemy and an attack on the King
of Highcastle. Return Solomon to the King, dead or alive, to receive your reward.Reward: 10,000
Gold, 18,000 XPDo you accept this quest? Accept/DeclineMy eyes nearly bugged out of my
head when I saw the amount of XP I was being offered. “It would be my pleasure,” I said with a
smile.You have accepted the bounty quest: Solomon Creed!“Thank you, Gunnar,” the King said.
“You had proven yourself a friend of Highcastle when you were merely a human to us. Now prove
yourself a friend of Highcastle… as a Reborn.”Chapter Three2/3/0001“Holy shit!” Ozzy yelled as
I stepped into the market of Inner Highcastle. He scurried over to me. “I’ve been running all over
the city looking for you. Where’ve you been, man?!”“The King’s castle,” I replied.“Okay, well…“
Ozzy placed both of his palms on each side of his temple as he fell into step with me. “What the
fuck just happened?”“You didn’t see?” I asked.“I saw you die, and then those bald guys came
out of nowhere. There were enough of them to subdue all the guards and they locked down the
whole Arena until you respawned. And then that dragon, and then…” Ozzy shook his head. “It
was chaos! I had to run out with everyone else just to avoid getting trampled. Did you see that
fucking dragon?!”“Yeah, relax,” I answered with a nod. “I saw it alright.”“What the hell?” Ozzy
asked. “And how the hell did Meijir kill you? And why’d you respawn at that runestone?”“The
freaks, or ‘Faithsworn’ as they’re apparently called, took over the gathering area before I got
there. They knocked out the guy who casts the Last Breath spell—maybe killed him.”“That’s
fucked up,” Ozzy said. “And I guess you bound yourself to that runestone so that you wouldn’t
respawn in Edgewood if they killed you too?”“No,” I replied. “The Faithsworn had me surrounded.
They gave me no choice but to pray at the runestone or else I’d die. I tried not to bind, but they
made me close my eyes while I touched it, and apparently, that’s enough for a bind command to
register.”“Damn…” Ozzy hissed. “How did the NPCs know you’d bind by doing that? And how’d
they know you were a Reborn?”I shook my head. “I’m not totally sure, but it seems the bearded
man had an item that somehow revealed to him that we’re Reborns—or at least that I’m a
Reborn.”“Huh?” Ozzy asked. “An item that reveals Reborns?”“Perhaps,” I groaned. “I’m still
confused.”“Gunnar!” a voice shouted.I turned my head towards the call, and running towards me
was the Asian man I had seen prior to entering the Arena.“Yo!” the guy said as he made it up to



me and fell into step with our walk. “Where’d you guys go, man? I was waiting out here for a while
but things got all crazy. I thought I’d missed you in the chaos!”I frowned and shook my head. I
was pretty sure he was a Reborn and seemed like a nice enough guy, but he was catching us at
the worst of times. “Sorry. We got caught in a bit of trouble…”“Yo, did you see that dragon?” he
asked. “Another just flew by here too. It didn’t come as close as the other one, but it was
big!”Ozzy and I nodded. I wasn’t sure about the second dragon he was talking about, but I
wasn’t surprised, and I didn’t feel like any more dragon talk.“But hey,” the man said. “There’s still
some time for a little hunting or something if you wanna link up.”I stopped and let out a hard
exhale. “What’s your name again?”He grinned wide. “Sung.”“Right… Sung.” I cleared my throat
and spoke just low enough that people nearby wouldn’t hear. “Are you a Reborn?”Sung’s eyes
shot open. “Yo, that’s kinda blunt.”“And you’re kind of obvious,” I said. “A lot of NPCs are learning
mannerism from Reborns, but I’ve yet to run into one that says ‘Yo’ so often.”Sung’s face
slumped, and he reached behind him and scratched the back of his head. “Yeah, I guess that’s a
good point. But, yo…” He cleared his throat. “I mean, yeah. I’m a Reborn.”I smiled. “Okay, then.
Well, we’d love to link up with you sometime, but today’s not a good day. We’ve got some serious
guild business to take care of.”“You’ve got a guild together already?” Sung asked.My smile grew
wider, but I ignored his question. “Do you have a mount yet?”Sung shook his head.I nodded
slightly. “Alright. You won’t be able to travel with us this evening, but make your way to Edgewood
sometime, and you can meet with the whole guild. Maybe you can link up with us for a hunt or
two.”“Edgewood?” Sung asked.“It’s southwest of here and east of Thorpes,” I explained. “It’s
walkable, but it’ll be dark soon. I wouldn’t risk the trek alone in the middle of the night, especially
after all the craziness today. Come check us out during the day, and if you have trouble finding it,
just follow the sign on the south side near the crossroads.”Sung nodded. “Alright, alright.”I
reached my hand out and Sung grabbed it for a shake. “Nice to meet you, and sorry about
today.”“No problem, bro! I’ll come find Edgewood during the day for sure.”I nodded and Ozzy
smiled as he offered him his hand as well. I found it odd that Sung didn’t ask us if we were
Reborns, but maybe my bluntness had made it obvious that we were.I scanned our surroundings
as we turned away from Sung and continued our way out of Highcastle. Other than soldiers
patrolling the area, the paths of the inner city seemed exceptionally empty. The handful of
people who were still out were mostly hoovering by their doors, looking towards the sky as if they
were expecting another dragon to arrive at any moment. A few who weren’t staring upward,
cautiously glued their eyes to me as we passed. The atmosphere didn’t feel comfortable at
all.“Let’s get out of here fast,” I said. “We’ll go over everything once we’re back in Edgewood.”The
light in the sky was almost gone as we pushed into the clearing of our village.“Hey, you’re back
late!” Jeremy yelled. He was kneeling near the firepit in the center of the village, striking flint
against steel. “What happened?” he asked and intermittently glanced up to us.Aaron was
walking towards the stable but immediately stopped and turned when he heard Jeremy shout.
“How’d the fight go, Gunnar? Did you kick some ass?!”“No… I lost, actually,” I replied. “And
assemble everyone if you can. I’ve got some important news.”The whole guild gathered and



stood in a half circle around the campfire.“The people of Highcastle know of Reborns now,” I said
as I stood on the other side of the fire. “At least those who were at the Arena today. I don’t think
it’ll take long for word to spread.”“What? How?” Aaron asked.“The Arena was attacked and held
hostage by a man named Solomon,” I said.“Solomon?” Gerard asked.I nodded. “Solomon
Creed, if I remember his name correctly.”“Does he wear a maroon-colored robe?” Gerard asked.
“The leader of the Faithsworn, right?”I nodded again. “So, you know him?”Gerard smirked and
bobbed his head. “I’ve heard stories of him. He’s a former member of the Mages’ Guild. Rumor
says that he and two other mages were removed from the faction for something or another. One
of the other outcast mages lives in Linden now selling magic items, right next to where I used to
sell goods. Eanos is his name—a rather temperamental man, I’ll tell you.”’“Eanos?” My eyebrows
rose.“I don’t know the details,” Gerard said, “But the three mages somehow broke the rules or
something and were forced out of the faction.”I creased my brow and wondered if Eanos was
somehow involved with the Faithsworn. He was a crabby, greedy bastard, but he didn’t seem like
he’d be mixed up with someone as twisted and crazy as Solomon. But maybe…I pushed the
thought aside and continued with the story. “Solomon forced me into a death match, and when I
tried to stop the fight, I was attacked while my back was turned. He apparently wanted me to die
and respawn in front of the crowd to prove to everyone that Reborns exist.”“Never turn your back
in a fight,” Jax said.I smirked and threw him a ‘no-shit’ glare. He seemed to love giving fighting
advice at the most awkward of times. “Yeah,” I said with a nod. “I’m pretty sure I’ll be more careful
next time.”“Why didn’t you respawn in Edgewood?” Jeremy asked.“They brought an unearthed
runestone with them and forced me to pray. Be careful when touching a runestone and closing
your eyes. The game senses the slightest thought of binding at the runestone as ‘willing’ it to
happen, apparently.”As I explained what happened, I wondered if accidently willing yourself to
bind to a runestone was a bug and something that I should report to Dr. Winston. On one hand,
slavery, trickery, and imprisonment was part of the game, as I experienced while in the Sands.
But on the other hand, what if someone forced a Reborn to bind and the Reborn was never able
to get away? That could subject someone to an endless amount of pain and torture—something
I didn’t imagine Dr. Winston would’ve intended to have in Eden’s Gate.“Game?” Gerard
questioned.I cleared my throat. “The world’s mechanics…”Gerard creased his brow as if he were
thoroughly confused, but he didn’t question any further.I ignored his confusion and continued.
“To make a long story short, everyone saw me spawn in the center of the arena.” I paused and
made deliberate eye contact with Ozzy, Aaron, and Jeremy. “The King of Highcastle is taking a
kind stance towards us, since we helped him with Shashana. He’s issuing a decree that Reborns
are to be treated like normal citizens, but let’s not get careless. We can’t be sure how individuals
will react, so it’s best to keep the fact hidden whenever possible, for now.”The three of them
nodded.“Solomon escaped and is wanted dead or alive, so if anyone sees him—or any other
Faithsworn for that matter—do what you’ve got to do,” I said.“Kill them?” Ozzy queried.I nodded.
“Solomon attacked the King and all Faithsworn are considered as outlaws now—bandits.”Jax’s
jaw dropped. “He attacked the King?”I nodded. “But he wasn’t injured. In fact, it looks like the



King is recovering from his illness. He looks ten times better since we brought him the
venom.”“Damn, that was fast,” Jeremy cooed.Jax smiled, took a deep breath and his brow slowly
began to tense. “I still don’t understand how the Faithsworn knew that you’re a Reborn.”“He had
some sort of eye,” I explained as I shook my head. “The King said it was from the Old Ones and
suspected that may be how he knew.”The non-Reborns all looked like they had seen a ghost.“An
All-Seeing-Eye? That couldn’t be…” Jax muttered.“What the hell is an All-Seeing Eye?” Jeremy
asked.“An eye…” Jax said. “An eye that can see all.”Jeremy wrinkled his nose. “Really?” he
asked mockingly. “Like I couldn’t have figured that one out!”“It’s as literal as its name,” Jax
clarified. “The Old Ones use their eyes to see through space and time, to see the past and the
future.” He shook his head. “It’s their weapon as well. It shouldn’t be outside of the Eternal
Ravine.”“The King has sent one of his commanders to return the eye,” I said. “Let’s just be
thankful that Solomon no longer has it.”There was a shriek overhead, so loud that we all ducked
and looked up instinctively. Through the leaves of the forest trees and under the light of the
moon, we could see a yellow dragon fly overhead. The air from its wings pounded the trees as it
flew by, and only a few seconds later, it was out of sight. It could be heard shrieking again
somewhere in the distance.“Geez. That’s the third time today,” Aaron whined.“There’s that too,” I
said as I rose back to an upright position. “A dragon landed on the edge of the Arena right after I
was exposed.”“A dragon entered Highcastle?” Jax probed.“I saw the whole thing!” Ozzy
proclaimed. “It looked at Gunnar and Solomon before it turned to the crowd… I thought for sure it
was going to kill us all, but then it just… kind of flew away. It was weird.”“Dragons don’t go near
large groups of humans,” Rina said. “At least not on the other side of the Serpent Sea.” Her eyes
suddenly grew wide as if she came to a realization. “Are you saying that the dragons in these
parts are hostile to humans!?”“No,” Keysia answered, shaking her head. “It must be the eye. If an
All-Seeing-Eye was stolen, then maybe—”“At least one of the Old Ones is missing their eye,”
Gerard interrupted. “That may be affecting their grip on the Ancient Beasts.”“Losing their grip on
what?” I asked. “Ancient Beasts? The King said that it could be disrupting nature’s balance or
something, but now you’re really confusing me.”“To know what they mean, you’d need to know
the history of Eden’s Gate, Gunnar,” Jax said.“What history?” I asked.“You recall what you were
told about Shashana, right?” Keysia asked. “That she once served during the war that destroyed
the Wastelands?”“Yeah, I remember,” I said.“Shashana is a Great Beast, and throughout the
generations, Great Beasts have lent their power to masters—those who have bonded with them
or controlled them somehow,” Keysia explained. “There have been countless wars fought with
powerful Great Beasts.”“What’s that have to do with dragons and the All-Seeing Eye?” I
asked.“Long before our lifetimes—before the countless wars that tore people apart—all the
races in Eden’s Gate lived in harmony,” Keysia explained. “There was nothing but peace and
happiness across the land.”“‘Til the Ancient Beasts arrived…” Gerard said low. “Dragons,
Krakens, Cyclops, beings of incredible power…”“But the arrival of the Ancient Beasts only
brought people closer together,” Keysia continued. “When the Ancients attacked, everyone
bound together and used their collective power to fend them off.”“I somewhat remember this



story as a child,” Rina said with a grin. “Only vaguely though... I always assumed it was just a
fairy tale.”Keysia smiled, but then her smile quickly melted into a frown. “Ships were lost when
the Kraken attacked, and homes were burned when the dragons breathed fire.” She sighed. “In
desperation, the mages at the time sought to find a way to defeat these ancient beasts, and
through their experimentation, strange, dark arts were discovered. That’s how blood magic, dark
magic, witchcraft and even strange forms of transmutation were created.“As magic got darker
and further bizarre, people became cautious of their neighbors. They started blaming each other
for practicing the dark arts, blaming others for cursing them or causing their crops to foul.
Corpses were being unearthed for necromancy, and people were being murdered for blood.
That’s when the races first began to divide.”“Right,” Gerard said. “But magic was the least of
people’s worries. It was when a mage managed to bond with a dragon that everything changed.
That mage became the most powerful person in Eden’s Gate and used the combined might of
his magic and the dragon to push back the other Ancient Beasts. Many thought that he should
rule Eden’s Gate, as there was no one else who could challenge his power. Peace was restored
in Eden’s Gate.”“Until another man dominated a dragon and decided that he instead should be
King,” Keysia said pointedly. “That began the War of a Hundred Years. Those with enough
strength sought to gain the power of Ancient Beasts, and those who managed waged war
against each other. It was a war so brutal that most people in Eden’s Gate perished, and the
racial divide grew even greater over time. People were suffering, and lived in fear that extinction
was near…”“But then a group of powerful elders, masters of magic, gathered together,” Jax said.
“They earned the name ‘Old Ones’, when they sacrificed their own flesh to cast a spell so
powerful that it severed the bond between the Ancient Beasts and those who controlled them.
Once the beasts turned on their own masters, the Old Ones channeled one final spell to soothe
the Ancient Beasts and prevent them from forming any further bonds with new masters.”“The
Old Ones have been channeling that magic ever since,” Keysia said. “An infinite mana stone
exists in the Eternal Ravine, granting them an unlimited source of power.”“Channeling a spell
ever since?” I asked. “Since before our lifetimes? Are the Old Ones immortals then?” Even as I
asked those questions, my mind started dissecting the wild idea. After all, Eden’s Gate was only
a little more than a month old. Another gimmick that Dr. Winston programmed, I assumed.Keysia
shrugged. “That’s just how the story goes.”“If they’re channeling a spell that prevents dragons
from binding with people, how was Dryden Bloodletter able to obtain one?” I asked.“We can’t be
sure he had control of the dragon,” Rina chimed in. “He did have it on a chain… and it did attack
Noriega.”Jax shrugged. “The story of the Old Ones is just an ancient tale. There’s no telling how
much truth there is to it. What I do know is that people who travel to the ravine seeking answers
usually don’t return.”“We weren’t there to witness what happened in the past with the Ancients,”
Keysia said, “but we shouldn’t assume the legends are untrue.”“Annnnnnnnd,” Gerard added,
“The Old Ones wrote the tablets in Highcastle. ‘When the Reborns arrive, the dragons will
breathe fire once again, and Reborns will shape the world.’ Or something like that… If someone
had told me that Reborns were real a few weeks ago, I would’ve assumed they were crazy… or a



member of the Faithsworn. If the first part of the prophecy is true—that Reborns are real—how
can we dismiss the idea that dragons will once again breath fire?”I wrinkled my nose. “Dragons
have already breathed fire—at least Dryden’s dragon has. I hope you all can believe that.”“I
believe you,” Keysia said.Gerard and Jax both nodded.I straightened my shoulders and smiled.
“Whatever the case, the King is on top of it. He’s returning the eye, and he’s sending spies to the
Sands, so we can forget about all that for now. Let’s focus on Unity. I want to knock out five levels
as fast as possible. Once I can return to the Arena, I want to be prepared to kick some ass!”“Five
levels,” Ozzy said. “That might take a while.”I nodded. “It’s time for me to put my nose to the
grindstone. I’m going to shoot for at least a couple levels per day.”Jax flicked his chin and
whistled. “That’s some serious work.”I grinned cockily. “Be careful, Jax, or I might just pass you in
level soon.”Jax grinned but he seemed unconcerned.Jeremy slammed his fists together. “I’m
going to catch up to all you guys, fast.”“Oh yeah?” I asked. “Well, we both do have a quest, and
we might as well knock that out while we’re leveling.”“Trynzen’s?” Jeremy asked.I nodded. “Since
I’ll be spending some time away from Highcastle, now would be a good time to check out a new
zone. Let’s head out first thing in the morning.”“Need assistance?” Jax asked.I pursed my lips
and hummed. “It’s probably best for the rest of you to stay near Edgewood for now and level
nearby. We’ll need to heighten our security for a while, just in case the Faithsworn come around.”
I looked towards Keysia. “Can you get another five elves for our village guard?”Keysia nodded.
“There are plenty on the waiting list. I’ll go fetch them now.”“Great. Put them all on full time,” I
ordered. I looked over towards the foundation of our castle and then to Aaron. “Get the builders
started on the castle walls.”Aaron raised an eyebrow. “I don’t think we’ll get very far with the gold
we have.”“You’re right, but by the time they finish one wall, we’ll surely have enough for another.
We’ve got to start building up our defenses, and time is of the essence.”“Alright,” Aaron said. “I’ll
fetch the builders in the morning and try to work out a deal.”“Thanks, man.” I scanned over
everyone and smiled. “I’m going to do some inscription and get some rest in preparation for
tomorrow.”Jeremy rubbed his hands together. “I’ll meet you outside bright and early. I’m looking
forward to an adventure.”Chapter Four2/4/0001“Gunnar,” I heard someone whisper, so low that it
sounded like the wind.I was sound asleep in my bed, so I was pretty sure it was just a breeze or
something—just my imagination.“Gunnar,” the voice said again, this time a little louder.I pulled
my heavy eyelids open, and to my surprise, Keysia was standing only a foot away from my bed.
Her armor had been removed, and like the last time she interrupted my sleep, she was wearing
only a thin camisole and her underwear.There was the patter of rain outside my home, and I
heard the sharp, loud, sound of a lightning strike nearby.“Keysia?” I asked. My head turned
towards the door. “How’d you get in here?”“You left the door unlocked…”“What?” I shook my
head. “Are you sure? I’m… pretty certain I locked it.”“You don’t want me here, do you?” she
asked.“I didn’t say that. It’s just—”“Gunnar...” Keysia kneeled and grabbed my hand as she cut
me off. She cupped it tightly and leaned over so that her chest was near my face. With her other
hand, she grazed her fingers against mine and smiled. “Don’t you want to be with me again?
Don’t you want to be close to me?”Thunder outside boomed, and the water bouncing off the top



of the roof grew substantially louder.I gulped. Of course, I wanted to be close to her… to touch
her. Who wouldn’t? But why was she asking me such bold questions so suddenly? “Keysia... I…
um…”“It’s okay,” she said softly. She closed her eyes and lifted my hand up until it grazed her
pointy ear. She maneuvered it slowly down the side of her face until I touched her neck, and then
she let out a light moan as she moved my fingers across her sternum.I wanted to say something
—to ask her what had gotten into her—as she seemed so out of character. But I found myself
unable to speak as my body temperature rose from the feeling of her smooth skin. My heart
started beating harder as she slid my hand further down her chest, and when my palm met the
center of her camisole, I almost lost it.Soft, fleshy, perfection. Even through the thin fabric, I could
tell Keysia had some of the perkiest, perfect, natural—if anything could be considered ‘natural’
inside of a digital world—breasts I had ever felt.“Keysia,” I said again, hoping she would answer
with something that would somehow validate the sudden situation. While I was lusting to touch
her more, to move things even further, something seemed off about what was happening, but I
couldn’t put my finger on it.Keysia lifted my hand back up to the top of her chest and leaned over
more, so that the opening in her camisole dipped down and widened. She slowly tugged my
hand inside until I was touching her bare skin, then pushed it further down until my palm had a
handful.At that point, I didn’t think I was going to be able to resist any longer; there’s only so
much one man can take. My heart thumped, and my knees tensed right as I was about to yank
her on top of me.Knock, knock, knock.The surprising sound was followed by another loud boom
of thunder.Keysia’s eyes snapped open. She looked at me, and I just looked back at her, gulped,
then turned to look at the door.Talk about bad timing…I gently pulled my hand away as I tried to
think of who would be at my door so late at night. It was rare that any guildmates woke me up
while I was sleeping, but whoever it was would probably be shocked to find Keysia in my house
wearing nothing but her undergarments—except Aaron, maybe…I really hoped it wasn’t Aaron.
If he caught Keysia in my room dressed the way she was, I wouldn’t hear the end of it for at least
a week.Maybe it’s a customer trying to buy something, thinking that my home is still the guild
shop? I tried to reason with myself. Aaron had placed a nice sign above the new shop’s door, but
in the middle of the night and in a thunderstorm, I figured it would be hard to see.But then again,
why come shopping in the middle of the night, in the middle of the storm? Only a newbie would
do that—like Jeremy had, that one night.Maybe it’s Jeremy…Knock, knock, knock.“I should
probably get that,” I grumbled as I slid out of the bed. “You can hide in the corner or something if
you don’t want anyone to see you in here.”“It’s okay, Gunnar,” Keysia proclaimed. “I’m not
ashamed.”I smiled at her boldness, stood up, and started for the door.“Yeah, what is it—?” I
started saying as I edged the door open slightly, but I immediately let go of the handle and took a
step back when I saw what was outside.The door swung open on its own from the force of the
wind outside, and the sound of its creak added to the symphony of heavy rain and thunder.The
blonde in front of me was soaked from head to toe, and she looked a little strange wearing a set
of brown leather armor and daggers on each side, but there was no mistaking her.“Rachel?” I
asked. I couldn’t believe what I was seeing.Her eyes went wide, revealing the pretty shade of



blue that I had been all too familiar with. “Gunnar!”“Rachel!” I yelled as I stepped outside my
home, ignoring the hard rain and the fact that I was wearing only my boxer shorts. My bare feet
made splattering noises when they plodded on the muddy forest floor.“I found you!” she cried. “I
finally found you!” She pulled a hand up, pushed her hair back, and rubbed the rain water out of
her eyes.“You were looking for me?” I asked then rattled my head. “I mean, yeah! Of course, you
were. I knew you were in here the whole time!”I totally lied when I said that. I had only grown
more doubtful as time passed.I took a step forward, swept her into my arms, and she
immediately placed her hands on each side of my face before drawing my head down into a
kiss.She whimpered as our lips touched, and pulled my face harder and harder into hers before
reversing the pressure and abruptly pushing my head away from her.My brow furrowed, and I
blinked several times through the water falling down my face as I tried to process her suddenly
somber face.Rachel gazed at me a moment, slid her hands down until they were on my chest,
then shoved me away from her hard.To say I was totally confused would’ve been an
understatement. “What?” I rubbed more water from my face. “What is it? What’s wrong?”She
shook her head. “I can’t kiss you anymore, Gunnar!”“What? Why?”“That’s why!” She lifted an
arm, and without turning away from me pointed her index finger towards the door of my
home.The door was still open, swinging back and forth on the hinges on its own, and standing in
the doorway was Keysia. She was mostly dry, save for some stray raindrops that had managed
to spray inside and the trail of tears that were running down her cheeks. Her chin trembled, her
knees were slightly bent, and there was horror in her eyes.“Keysia…” I muttered.Keysia
swallowed but she didn’t speak.“What is this, Gunnar?” Rachel asked. “What kind of man are
you? You’ve been in here fucking these NPCs?”“I....I…” I turned my eyes back and forth between
Keysia and Rachel, not sure what to say.“He’s not a man!” a deep voice yelled from across the
clearing.As if things couldn’t get any more bizarre, I looked over Rachel’s shoulder to catch an
even more terrible sight. Dryden Bloodletter was marching towards us, and squirming around in
front of Dryden was Adeelee. He had a fistful of Adeelee’s hair, and despite Adeelee grabbing
and pulling on his arm, he held the blade of his sword firmly in front of her neck.“He’s not a man
at all,” Dryden repeated. “He’s a fucking Reborn!”“Adeelee!” I shouted.“Gunnar!” Adeelee
grunted.My heart was racing, and I had no idea what to do. I had no gear or weapons on me,
and if I tried to use any magic, I’d risk hitting Adeelee—not that I’d have any chance of defeating
Dryden anyway. I didn’t understand how Dryden could have caught Adeelee or even knew about
any connection that Adeelee and I shared. And why had he already crossed the Serpent Sea?
The King was still alive!I took a couple steps forward, but Dryden yanked on Adeelee’s hair
harder. “I wouldn’t make any sudden moves or your little Princess here is dead.”I stopped in my
tracks.“Little Princess?” Rachel asked. “What does that mean, Gunnar? This… This… elf NPC is
your little Princess?”Behind me, I heard the loud sob of Keysia, and I turned to see her fall to her
knees and bury her face in her hands.“No!” I yelled. “It’s not like that!”“So what were you
thinking?” Dryden asked. “You didn’t think I’d ever get to you, did you? Didn’t I tell you that
anyone who betrays me pays a price?”I raised my hands up in front of me. “Dryden, just let



Adeelee go, please. We can figure this out.”Dryden smirked. “I’m afraid I can’t do that. I’m going
to kill this elven bitch, and then I’m going to burn your little shit for a village down.”“No, please,” I
pleaded. “Don’t hurt her.”Dryden’s smirk grew wider. He tightened his grip on Adeelee’s hair, and
then he suddenly swiped his sword hard across Adeelee’s neck.Adeelee sputtered and made a
choking noise as blood sprayed out of the wound. Dryden released her hair, and she fell to the
soaked ground and started spasming.“No!” I yelled. I reached out my hand and shot an Arcane
Missile towards Dryden, but he leaned to his side and easily dodged. I started running towards
him, plotting to hurt him in any way possible, even if I were lower level, even if I had no gear, even
if I died. My rage made me completely irrational.Dryden raised his sword, looked straight up, and
yelled, “Ragul!”There was the loud shriek of a dragon, and I slid in the mud as I stopped to look
towards the sound. Right above our village clearing was Dryden’s dragon, flapping his wings
again and again. Its wings were no longer bandaged, and it looked substantially bigger than it
had before. It slowly lowered itself down.Ragul’s feet landed on top of the village’s shop,
smashing the entire building with a single step. I heard a brief yelp of a man, and if Gerard was
inside—which he almost certainly was—the weight of the dragon had definitely killed him.“No!” I
yelled. I turned my head towards the dragon, then back to Dryden. “Just take me. Leave
everyone else in the village alone!”Where are our village guards? I wondered. Why hasn’t the
commotion woken any other guild mates? What the hell is going on?!“Gunnar!” Rachel yelled.I
turned to her, and she scowled.“Gunnar!” Keysia cried.I turned to Keysia, and she squeezed her
eyes tight and lowered her head to the ground.“Ragul!” Dryden yelled again.I turned back
towards Dryden, and at that exact moment, the dragon snorted. It reared its head back a bit,
quickly thrust forward, and opened its mouth like it was trying to scream.But it didn’t scream at
all.A wave of thick flames shot from deep in its throat, and I was blinded by a sea of white, red,
and orange.I held up my arm and screamed as everything instantly turned dark.Chapter
Five2/4/0001I shot up into a sitting position, and my heart was practically beating out of my
chest. I was still inside my room, and outside, I could hear the hard patter of rain and the loud
booms of a thunderstorm.It had all been a nightmare.A really fucking weird nightmare.I rattled
my head and tried to catch my breath. I had weird dreams previously in Eden’s Gate, like the
time I dreamt of kissing a Frankenstein mashup of Adeelee and Rachel under the falls of the
Vale. But this time there was no water leaking onto my face, and I hadn’t been drinking the night
before.And this dream just seemed so much more real.It was odd that I had manifested Rachel
into a dream, so long after seeing her, especially a vision of her wearing leather armor and
carrying daggers. She was usually the type to play mages or healers, or at most a bowman of
some sort. So why had I pictured her more in-line with a rogue?The Keysia part was easy to
explain—sort of. I had thought about that night she climbed into my bunk a few times, and I was
a man after all. Dreaming of sexy times with a total babe like Keysia was normal.But a fun dream
was ruined by Rachel, which was further ruined by Dryden and intensified by Adeelee and
Ragul.It seemed like the culmination of all my thoughts and fears had somehow manifested in
the most realistic of ways—my desire for Keysia and fear of hurting her, fear of losing Adeelee,



and the unknown reactions that Rachel and I could have once we met again—if that’d ever
happen. Worst, my fear that Dryden would destroy our village and kill the people I cared most
about.
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Brandt Anderson, “Love the World of Eden's Gate. I felt that the 5th book in the series was better
than the 4th one. I'm still not a fan of the main character but I love this world. A new character
was interesting. He was a pro-gamer back on Earth and you saw that a bit in his tactics. He just
acted differently than the other characters had. I understand that the MC will make mistakes but
he constantly fluctuates between treating it as a game and treating it as a real world with
consequences. So it gets frustrating. Majority of the Reborn act like gamers, so it would be
refreshing to see a Reborn who does not have that type of mentality. As much as I want the next
Eden's Gate book, I think that the author should make an anthology that explores the other
characters so we can get a different perspective as the MC dominates things. Like after they
form a Guild, there isn't a lot of opposition to the MC with his guildmates just stating, "I trust you."
It would be nice if they had more of a voice. Despite that I devoured this book and cannot wait for
more.”

Patrick Mayer, “We Whant More!. I read this seriers twice and I really like Gunner character
development, his mistakes make the character more real. I like his reasoning as it shows how he
thinks. I can't say I wouldn't like for Gunner and Adalee to hook up but I also can see potential
conflicts rise if that were to happen. I also would like for Gunner and Rachelle to meet, not for
romance but I think the reunion will be interesting to read about. Also, I whant to find what
Crylight has instore for Eden's Gate (if anyting) & Sung's character inparticulerly. And last the
most probable slowdown between Gunner (or at least Unity) & Dryden.”

Jayson Katz, “Amazing Read and am looking forward to the next! :-). Ed Brody does an amazing
job creating a world that is very interesting to read about, and keeps you wanting to learn more. I
always get sad when I get to the end of the book!The amazing part of this is all the "history" in
the world that builds on itself and allows for a great story building element, but at the same time
you know that the world isn't even that old and just adds to the wonder of the mind of the creator.
I've been a huge fan of this series since the very first book, and each book gets better and better
each time; its really great to see Ed continue creating work this amazing at the pace he does so
at.I am looking forward to the next book (hopefully many books!) in the series and hope there are
more secret badass characters like Eanos who will appear! :-DGreat job on another great book,
and am excited to see what comes in the future!”

E. L. Romine, “Another Enjoyable Addition to The Series. I like the Edens Gate series. It’s a good
clean read. It has all the elements of a good RPG fantasy based story. The author keeps you
invested in the world, the main character, and the supporting cast. I’m looking forward to how
this love square works out. I hope the author is constrained by the classic monogamists lifestyle;
especially with polyamory becoming/making strides as being an acceptable societal lifestyle.It’s
definitely one of my favorite LITRPG genre reads, behind the Land Series and Ascend Online



series.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Entertaining Read. Great read. Very entertaining. Good basic concept and
likeable characters. Storyline development is intriguing. Will continue reading the series to the
end. PS Amazon reduce the number of words for these reviews. Shouldn't take more than ten. If
anyone wishes to use moe, they can.”

John, “fun. These books are simply a fun read. I enjoy reading through the main characters
struggles and how he handles things. I don’t think he does a particularly good job of handling
anything really but his flaws make the books fun and interesting.”

Badboy215, “5 books in and still advancing. This book keeps the pressure on get a lighthearted
adventure then meet new people some old new friends and old friends come back to help get to
take credit and learn new skills gonna become a mage now I can’t wait to see how he does this
on to book 6”

Alinoor Rohman, “Best one yet!. I've taken to these like a duck to water! Really really enjoying
the entire series and this one has been my favourite so far!.. I just wish Edens Gate was a real
MMORPG that i could actually play in because it just sounds so awesome!Big thank you to the
Author, I eagerly await your next instalment ”

jay, “Captivating. Me and my brother are huge fans of the series . Everyday following the
Facebook place for any hint of next book or small details. We get lost in the world you have
create . Looking forward to more Edens gate to come”

Aaron, “Great series. It kept me hooked from the first book, great reading and amazing
imagination.Looking forward to the next book in the series.”

Ben Rolls, “I hope you've read the others.... I'm not very good at writing reviews, but this book is
just as good as the others in the series and the only bad thing is the wait for the next one!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great story line!!!!. What a joy is to this series truly amazing book please
keep writing more you got a fan in me.”

The book by Edward Brody has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 697 people have provided feedback.
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